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THE TAKEOVER OF MINDTREE BY
L&T: A STRATEGIC MOVE

With the approaching near end of the academic year, it’s time to bid adieu
to the graduating batch 2017-19. Time just flies but the memories collected
along the way can never be replaced. It was just yesterday when this batch
entered SPM with high dreams and enthusiasm and it is so great to see them
graduating with great placement offers and making the very best of their life.
The year 2019 started with great momentum by student activities such as
winter carnival, competitions, guest lectures and workshops. The Python
Workshop by Business Analytics Lab proved to be of great value addition
for the students.
2019 is set to witness significant political and economic events. Let’s hope
for whatever is best for India.
A note of appreciation and thanks to the team of SPM Mirror who with the
high spirits of celebrating good vibes always keep up their good work for the
readers.
And to the graduating batch 2017-19,
Let me make this easier than seeing goodbye, let me tell you Hello in advance
for the next time I get to see you all with great career advancement. Wishing
you much joy and happiness as you begin a new chapter of your life.

Bhavya Damani PGP-18

F

irst time in the history of takeovers in the IT Industry,

services for BFS Industry. While the clients of L&T is Lafarge

A very highly controversial takeover took place when

Group, BPCL, Hitachi, Samsung Electronics, Otis Elevators

L&T acquired 20.32% stake in MindTree. The stake,

Co. and many others. L&T’s client portfolio reflects that it is

which is worth of INR 3269 Crores (USD 480 Million), is sold

skewed towards IT services for Electronics Manufacturers.

by Mr. V. G. Siddhartha, who is a founder of CCD, to L&T to

So to enter into IT services for BFSI, the takeover of

pare down the Coffee Day Group’s debt. And L&T acquired

MindTree is very important from L&T’s point of view.

the stake by paying 980 per share including a premium
of 1.8%. Now, the questions are: A) Why L&T wanted to
acquire IT Company when they already have a footprint
in IT Services? B) Why so specifically MindTree? C) Why at
this point in time only? D) How they managed to get this
much amount of money? And E) what could be the reason

C) Currently, L&T Infotech is in the top 10 positions in terms of
revenue & profit. L&T Infotech targeting to achieve revenue
of $1b and to be in top 5 positions by 2021 under Lakshya
2021, the mission set by Mr. Naik. So essentially, the takeover
of MindTree will shorten the period to achieve the target.

that makes Mr. Subroto Bagachi and other co-founders

D) In the balance sheet of L&T, the cash and cash equivalents

uncomfortable?

mark up to INR 8,000 Crores (USD 1.16 Billion) and

A) Now, in one of the interview, Mr. Anil Naik, Chairman
of L&T Group, mentioned about the revenues of various
businesses of L&T. He said that 75% of the revenue comes
from Engineering, Procurement, and Construction (EPC)
business, 10% of the revenue comes from manufacturing
defense products and 15% of the revenue comes from IT and
Financial Services. Also, He did mention that they want to

has decided to be ‘asset light’, which means low capital
expenditure in its traditional EPC business. The company has
been exploring options to generate value for shareholders
after SEBI rejected its plan for INR 9,000-Crore (USD 1.3
Billion) buyback. So the deal was backed by same money.
This could be also one of the reasons for the deal to take
place within this time frame.

de-risk L&T as EPC needs a huge amount of investment and

E) From the recent tweets and response of Mindtree’s

net profit is 5%, while, IT services are highly people-oriented

founders, it seems like they are feeling uncomfortable by this

business and net profit is 15-16%. So, they want to de-risk

transaction. Recently, L&T gets CCI’s approval to acquire a

L&T by investing less in EPC and more in IT Services. For the

controlling stake of 66.15% in MindTree. This move raises

matter, in 2009, L&T offered a very high amount for Satyam

a question on the functioning of MindTree independently

Computers and for the same, though L&T lost the deal, said

and may force co-founders to leave the company in the near

by Mr. Naik. This deal shows that L&T wanted to buy an IT

future as they are having 13.32% stake. This could be the

Company from a very long time.

reason for Mr. Bagachi’s serious tweets and responses in

B) If we look at the areas of expertise of MindTree i.e. Data
Analytics, Data Warehousing, and Cloud Computing. And

public. However, Mr. S. N. Subrahmanyan, MD & CEO, L&T,
said that they will help Mindtree to run independently.

then the clients of MindTree namely Bright House Finance,

In nutshell, by acquiring a stake in MindTree, L&T will de-

CLS Finance, ING Vysya Bank, NFU Mutual, Popular

risk his current business and diversified from IT services

Community Bank, Microsoft, P&G, South West Airline,

for Manufacturing Company to IT services for BFS Industry

Marriott Hotel and many more from Finance Domain. So,

which will eventually help to achieve Mr. Naik’s mission

the client portfolio of MindTree is heavily skewed towards IT

Lakhsya 2021.
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TINTS+SHADES
“Art enables us to find ourselves and lose ourselves at the same time”
When colours blend into each other, they create wonder and this wonder makes you feel the essence of beauty. The same
wonder is created by MEGHA TIWARI, a student of School of Petroleum Management, PDPU at an exemplary art exhibition
TINTS+SHADES at Kanoria gallery of art. The theme of the event was monochromatic where Painters created the exploration
of one colour, the examination of values changing across a surface, the expressivity of texture and nuance, expressing a wide
variety of emotions, intentions and meanings in a wide variety of ways and means.
The event was organized by RANG- the fine arts club
of PDPU, where amazing monochromatic art work
were showcased by young artists. Megha Tiwari
showcased her historical monochromatic hybrid
statue which brings east and west together. In her
painting, she brings the famous Eiffel tower of France
and Mughal monuments together which depicts
how imaginative an artist can be. This imagination
of her was appreciated by Mr. Nabibaksh Mansoori
and Mrs.Reventa Sarabhai.
The event was so mesmerizing that at each and
every corner of the Kanoria gallery you can see
the imaginative world of young bubbling artist was
hanging on the walls, each and every bend of lanes
will transport you into a different world of colors
and scenery. That’s why it’s rightly said, “Works of art may elicit a sense of wonder or
cynicism, hope or despair, adoration or spite; the work of art may be direct or complex, subtle or explicit, intelligible or obscure;
and the subjects and approaches to the creation of art are bounded only by the imagination of the artist”. Consequently, I
believe that defining art based upon its content is a doomed enterprise.
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BEST B-SCHOOL PROJECT
AWARD to SPM’s NIMESH SHAH
Business Standard conducts an annual best b-school project award wherein business schools from across India nominate one
entry of the best project done by their MBA student in the summer internship.
On 2nd March 2019, Nimesh Shah, final year MBA student (2017-19) of School of Petroleum Management, PDPU has bagged
the 1st prize in the Business Standard Best B- School Project Award competition organized under the auspices of Crompton
Greaves and Indian Oil and official auditor Ernst & Young.
A total of 131 projects were received for evaluation in 2018. After several rounds, they were narrowed to the final 17 by
event’s official tabulator Ernst & Young, and finally, the five best were shortlisted. The contest witnessed participation from
prominent B-schools including IIMs from all over the country. In the ultimate stage, apart from SPM PDPU, teams from
VGSOM-IIT Kharagpur, KJ Somaiya, NITIE and IRMA were the finalists. The grand finale was organized in Mumbai on 2nd
of March 2019 in which Nimesh beat all these teams to emerge as champion. Nimesh presented his internship project on
a strategic methodology for deployment of charging stations and mapping energy infrastructure within a city for electric
vehicles. The project provides a holistic city level approach on the efficient distribution of citywide electric vehicle charging
stations.
A 5 -member high profile jury comprising CEOs and industry leaders adjudged the pre-final and final stages of competition. Jury
headed by Mr. Ajit Balakrishnan, Founder & CEO Rediff.com had Ms. Nishi Vasudeva, Former CMD-HPCL, Mr. Rajat Gupta,
Senior Partner-McKinsey, Mr. Hashit Joshipura, Head- L&T Automation and Mr. Ambi Parameswaran, Founder BrandBuilding.
com as fellow members.
The jury applauded the complexity involved in forming the solution and innovative approach undertaken to solve a real
business problem.
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GUEST LECTURE BY
Shambhavi Sharma,

Assistant Vice President- HR at Sterlite Tech Software

SPM MIRROR

PRATIBIMB’19 :
WHERE SUCCESS IS A TRADITION
PRATIBIMB’19 is the combination of culture, education

as: Cricket, Football, Basketball, Handball, Volleyball, Table

On 8th of January 2019, Shambhavi Sharma was invited by the Guest Lecture Committee, SPM, to deliver her experience
and give an insight about the corporate world. Miss Shambhavi Sharma is an Assistant Vice President- HR at Sterlite Tech
Software. She has great experience in her field and delivered insights about Human Resource and Business Strategy.

and sports where School of Petroleum Management (SPM)

Tennis, Chess, Badminton etc.; The Alumni Meet- ZYPHER

welcomes students from various colleges and gives them

in which students of SPM welcomes its alumni to spend

an opportunity to showcase their abilities in the field of

their precious time with juniors to interact with them and to

She also mentioned about Human Resource as an important tool for tech software companies and how employees serve the
mission of the business. She discussed about employee engagement and communication playing a major role in complementing
business productivity and efficiency.

their specialization and their passion in cultural & sports

guide them towards their future goals. Also they meet their

activities. The Annual Fest of SPM includes The Management

mates and seniors/juniors to share their amazing memories

Quest- CATALYST where students can participate as per

of their time & Re-Live the moment at SPM; last but not the

She carried out a few activities which made the lecture interesting as well as provided great understanding about what the
students want in their future which led the lecture to be fruitful. There was active participation by all the students. The session
was quite informative and effective.

their interest in the field of Marketing (Knitty-Gritty),

least SPM Annual Fest’s much awaiting event CHAL DHAL-

Operations (AAA-Operation Saga), Finance (Look into the

The Fashion Show witness much love and participants from

Future), HR (Shram Shakti) or Stock Trading (Wall Street

various colleges. Here, fashion lovers showcase the latest

Mavericks) and other aptitude tests; The Cultural Fest-

trends and their creativity in fashion world as per the theme

REPRISE where participants enjoy being the part of various

of the event.

interesting games like: Real PubG, Human Foosball, Snap
Hunt & Minute to Win it and also to take part in SPM’s
version of Talent round- Managers Got Talent where future
managers gets a chance to showcase their inherent talents
such as: Dancing, Singing, Mimicry, Magic, Live Band and
much more; The Sports Extravaganza - ENERGY CUP
where participants from various B-School and Corporates
compete to showcase their passion in various sports such
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PRATIBIMB’19 held from 10th January 2019-13th January
2019. The fest had experienced participants from various
B-Schools of the country. The well-known universities &
colleges that have taken part in SPM’s Annual Fest are:
IIM-A, MICA, NIRMA UNIVERSITY, SIBM-PUNE etc. and
there were various colleges of Ahmedabad & Gandhinagar
including PDPU participating in the event such as: DAIICT,
EDII, B.K. School of Management, IBS-Ahmedabad, GLS etc.
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CATALYST- THE MANAGEMENT QUEST
A platform to showcase the management savoir-faire amongst the strives. A nurturing ground of business and management
events concentrating all major domains i.e. HR, Finance, Marketing and Operations. It is not only limited up to enhancing
future potential from leading B-Schools but also cherishes the stage with the adorable presence of adroit leaders in the key
industry and professional sectors from all over the India.

DAY-02
QUIZ BIZZ
Day-2 of PRATIBIMB 2019, kick started with Quiz
Bizz, A Battle of Knowledge and Wit. This event
witnessed maximum number of participants, making

CATALYST’19, the Management Quest is the main event of SPM Annual Fest- PRATIBIMB’19. As a Management college we

it a Success. Students from various colleges came

all look towards some interesting Management events to be held where students from various B-Schools can participate and

over to compete and to check their aptitude through

can get a good hand in their respective fields.

interesting questions asked during the event.

CATALYST’19 experienced a good number of students from various colleges for taking part into Management events like:
Touch (NGO), Shram Shakti (HR), Quiz Bizz (Quiz), Knitty Gritty (Marketing), Wall Street Maverick (Stock Market), Into the
Future (Finance) and AAA Operation Saga (Operations).

WALLSTREET MAVERICKS
DAY-01

WALLSTREET MAVERICKS, the stock market event gave participants a chance to trade into the virtual securities and exchange

TOUCH

Stock Exchange and developed a knack for shrewd trading. This event only had online trading and the team which had most

world, but have a realistic experience of trade tussles. They got an opportunity to understand the dynamic operations of
profitable portfolio, won the competition.

On the first day of PRATIBIMB 2019, Catalyst commenced with TOUCH. In this, participants explored the world of social
responsibility with those who toil day and night to make this world a better place. They learned how to develop a strong

KNITTY GRITTY

footing in this new emerging CSR sector and how to grab the opportunities in the same.

KNITTY GRITTY, the 2nd event of the Day-02
was a fun event organized for all the Marketing
Enthusiasts. The Participants presented their
creative & striking advertisements to compete
against each other.

DAY-03

SHRAM SHAKTI
On the first day of PRATIBIMB’19,
we witnessed another Management
Event- SHRAM SHAKTI, a
competition for all the HR
enthusiasts. It consisted of the Case
Study Analysis and Presentation
where they presented their views
on HR related case and provided

AAA OPERATION SAGA
Day-03 of PRATIBIMB 2019, started
with AAA Operations Saga, the event
for all the Operations Maniacs. The
event consisted of a Case Study
Analysis and Presentation. Participants
here, showed operational skills to
present the intensive solutions of the
given case and to win over others

impressive solutions for the same.
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REPRISE- THE CULTURAL FEST
A spectacular opportunity which endeavors to bring forth the inner flair and provides a platform to exhibit finesse in front of
millions. From tango to tones to canvas to theatricals, it is for the all the virtuosos out there who are receptacle for emotions
that come from all over the place: from the sky, from the Earth, from the scrap of paper, from a passing shape or from the
spider’s web.

SPM MIRROR
MANAGERS GOT TALENT
It was time for an SPM’s version of hugely successful Talent
Series. This show portrayed a huge variety of talent ranging
from singing, dancing, mimicry, magic, live Band and much
more. The artists showed a great spirit of performance and
competition at the same time with a mixture of concept, set,
lights, music, grace, coordination, audience interaction and

REPRISE’19, Cultural Fest part of SPM Annual Fest- PRATIBIMB’19 was a great success with good number of footfall from

much more. Winners were awarded Prizes with ART as the

various B-school spread across India. REPRISE, this time has included very different and exciting games for the participants

ultimate winner.

who included: Human Foosball, Real PubG, Snap Hunt, Minute to Win It and Managers Got Talent.

DAY-01
SNAP HUNT
REPRISE Begins with SnapHunt, which dealt with finding clues in the campus and taking snaps along with the clue (Selfie) and
promoting the event by Instagram /Facebook live. The event involved team of 2 members with one member taking snap with
the clue and other person doing the Instagram live part. It involved 3 rounds with difficulty level increasing in the rounds. The
Climax of Finding a running SPIDER-MAN in Round 2 is still one of the best moments of PRATIBIMB-2019.

HUMAN FOOSBALL
It was the very second event of the REPRISE under
PRATIBIMB-2019 and was time for some Football and
Entertainment. Foosball, the famous Table Football game
of America was the Epitome of the idea. But, this was some
real action where the whole set of circumstances was put

DAY-03

upon in the SPM Lawn. With limited movements of players
playing in a team of 6 the event ended with limitless
Entertainment. The Exuberant of the event attracted many

MINUTE TO WIN IT

on spot teams and ended cheerfully.

The last event for REPRISE had a lot of fun to take away with. The event was inspired by American Prime time Game show
with cash prizes for the winners. The event was divided into smaller fun games of one minute with increasing hierarchy of cash
prizes. 5 teams moved forward to play with the hierarchy of money. With all those joyful moments and memories, the event

DAY-02

REPRISE came to a successful and happy end.

REAL PUBG
The Event resembled the war situation of the famous
game PubG where number of teams had to fight with
the opponent team to eliminate them. A PubG setup
was created where Water-Guns (Pichkaris) were
used as weapons with three teams at a time enters
the war zone, find supplies and try to eliminate the
enemies. The game had restricted area of SPM,
outside which the player was to be eliminated. The
New Kid in the town worked really well with happy
faces in the end.
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ZEPHYR- THE ALUMNI MEET
The Alumni Relations Committee organized
a wonderful alumnus meet ZEPHYR’19 at
PRATIBIMB-The Annual Fest and welcomed the
Alumni of School of Petroleum Management (SPM),
PDPU. The objectives of the meet were to facilitate,
consolidate and coordinate Alumni Activities
of SPM. The event started with participation of
our Alumni in Energy Cup’19 where teams of
alumni played various sports like football, cricket,
badminton etc with the current batches to rejoice
their memory at SPM. Cherishing decorations and
ambience were structured at SPM lawn to cater a
great evening event and to bring back the nostalgic
atmosphere all over the place. Several alumni came,
some even with their family and added a different
flavour to this magical evening, many faculties and students also
participated at the dinner interacting about how the school has grown over the years, the campus life and their journey
through MBA. The meet was followed by a gala dinner and soft music where everyone shared smiles and clicked photos. We
thank our alumni for coming and the alumni relations committee for such a fun and frolic meet up with numerous takeaways
and happy gathering. We hope to continue and pass on the baton of legacy to the current and coming batches of SPM.

ENERGY-CUP
THE SPORTS EXTRAVAGANZA
Keeping up the tradition, this year too, Sports Committee of School of Petroleum Management organized Energy Cup’19. The
event was from 10th -13th January 2019. It was a four-day event where several B-Schools and corporates teams participated.
A great interest was observed among the students from participating institution. All of them came in large number to enjoy
the sports event. The sports which were
in the event were Cricket, Football, Badminton, Volleyball, Chess, Basketball,
Throw Ball and Table Tennis.
Ten corporates and nine colleges
participated in the event.

SPM MIRROR

Python Workshop – “Python Software for
Business Management”
The workshop was conducted under Business Analytics Lab by Mr. Santosh Dhubia, who is a Scientist (Geophysics) at Gujarat
Energy Research and Management Institute (GERMI). It was a three day workshop organized from 31st January to 2nd
February, 2019. The workshop enhanced the learning experience for the students and their knowledge about the Python
Software and its applications in day to day life.
On the first day, the students were made to create and analyze the basic program and were given for sentiments’ analysis.
The budget was passed so the students were told to download the
tweets from the twitter and perform sentiment analysis on the tweets
generated. On the second day, they were taught about how to make
the word cloud in various ways and told to make so and tweet. On the
third and final day, students were taught about how to download tweets
directly from twitter as developer which was followed by analysis of it.
In a nut-shell, this workshop was very useful as this will play an important
role in shaping the career of the participants. It helped in developing
their Programming skills and overall way of thinking.

FAREWELL 2019
“Every story has an ending but in life every ending
is the new beginning”.
As the journey of SPM batch of 2017-19 comes to its
near end with the arrival of New Year i.e. 2019, a last and
great Farewell to sign off the beautiful memories for the
graduating batch is a must. The cultural committee of School
of Petroleum Management, PDPU organized a “FAREWELL”
on February 9 at 7.00 pm. Teachers are those who have been
a constant support to students and likewise the professors
of SPM were proud and excited to see their students for
the last time together. PGP Chair, Prof. Narayan Baser also
joined the event to add to the last few memories of seniors
on SPM campus.

Keeping the spirits high, juniors bid adieu to the seniors
with an event that will surely be a memory that will last
forever with the senior. The event was marked with lots
of dancing and fun, delicious dinner, the stage fun with
sharing experiences and poetries and the many memorable
incidents. From first time saying hello to each other in
induction week, Farewell ended the journey with plethora
of emotions, memories, joys, laughter, life time experience,
hugs and good byes.
To the seniors:
And suddenly you just know it’s time to start something new
and trust the magic of beginnings. May your future be rich,
rewarding and successful!!

“TEAMWORK MAKES THE
DREAMWORK”
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WINTER CARNIVAL 2019
With the beginning of the year 2019 and last few days on campus for the 2017 batch of management students, “SPM Winter
Carnival’’ brings out all the enthusiasm and fun at one evening. “Winter Carnival” was organized by Cultural Committee of
SPM, PDPU on 6th of February.

SPM MIRROR

FACULTY FOYER
Prof. Sudhir Yadav and Pramod Paliwal were invited to conduct interactive workshops for CBSE Educators in Kuwait and Abu
Dhabi in January 2019. The workshops were organized with an aim to sensitize educators with new age pedagogical tools and
tackling expectations of GenNext. About 150 participants attended these workshops at both the places.

It was all a fun and frolic series of mini games like tug of war, can stand, sack race, lemon & spoon and pin the pong along with
a flavor of music and dance on the tunes of DJ. All students from junior and senior batches joined the beautiful fest in the
evening on SPM campus with lot of winners going back with bunch of gifts, chocolates and joy. The carnival ended at about
10.30 PM with memories and laughter at its best.

Dr. Kaushal Kishore, Faculty at SPM-PDPU was invited as a panelist in the session on ‘Transport sector’ on 5th March 2019
in the ‘Policy Dialogue on Climate Change and Development’. The event was organized by ‘Integrated Research and Action
for Development’(IRADe), New Delhi a reputed think tank in the area of Climate Change and Energy under the leadership of
noted economist Dr. Kirit Parikh and Dr. Jyoti Parikh. The discussions in the policy dialogue was revolved around the themes;
Energy efficient transport systems to reduce emissions, to promote the use of solar pumps in the agriculture sector and
mobilising Energy & Power sector to meet Nationally Determined Contributions (NDC’s). Dr. Kishore shared his views on
‘How Oil Marketing Companies and E-Vehicles Companies can work together for Sustainable Growth’.
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SPM MIRROR TEAM
PGP’17
GOPAL PARMAR | RIDDHI THAKKAR | ISHA GANDHI | AASTHA SINHA
VYOM SHAH | DHRUVAL PATEL | KRUTIKA AYACHIT | RICHA TIWARI

PGP’18
JAYDEEP MULCHANDANI | SHIVANGI SHARMA | ALAY PATEL | KANAN RAVAL
VATSAL DELADIA | ANANTIKA MALLIK | KRISHNA BHATT | ANJALI KATARIYA

PANDIT DEENDAYAL PETROLEUM UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF PETROLEUM MANAGEMENT
Off Koba-Gandhinagar Highway, Raisan, Gandhinagar- 380027, Gujarat, India.
Ph: + 91 79 23275107, +91 79 23275112 | Fax: + 91 79 23276364
Visit us at www.spm.pdpu.ac.in
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